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Three different paces of fiber access deployment can be identified around the world: 1) Japan and South Korea (approx. 20% of broadband accesses), 2) United States (7% of broadband accesses) and 3) Europe (2% of broadband connections 1). Explanations of different deployment patterns have focused so far on assessing the impact of regulatory variables (KITTL et al, 2006; CRANDALL, 2007; KATZ, 2008; FTTH Council, 2006). This paper will attempt to explain these differential deployment patterns by building an investment model and applying it to two distinct industry environments, Japan and the United States 2. Our purpose is to answer three questions:

- How important are uncertain financial returns in explaining limited deployment?
- Do strategic imperatives of operators (e.g. defend the franchise) override their concerns for low profitability?
- How do regulatory and public policy interventions lessen the concerns about low profits?

(*) The author wishes to acknowledge the support on the Japanese case provided by Toshiya Jitsuzumi, a Visiting Scholar at CITI, and the useful feedback of Prof. Eli Noam.

1 All numbers for 1Q2008.

2 The other explanation that needs to be focused on is industry structure (e.g. a structure comprised of 2.5 players could drive faster speed of deployment than a more concentrated market of, say, 1.5 players). See ATKINSON, 2008.

Different fiber deployment and ultra broadband

Ultra broadband has not been deployed yet in any country around the world. In fact, none of the national broadband networks constructed so far can handle throughput speeds in excess of an average of 50 Mbps. Figure 1 presents data on four measurements of broadband speed by country:

- average national speed according to the ITU corresponding to the year 2007,
- average national advertised speed according to the OECD for 2007,
- fastest speed according to an Australian site which compiles end user measurements (33,000 end-user observations gathered in 2008),
- average speed from the same site.

As the figure shows, while only Korea and Japan exhibit average speeds of 50 Mbps (not surprisingly given the level of fiber deployment in both countries), maximum speeds in excess of 200 Mbps have been registered in

---

3 For the purposes of this paper, ultra broadband is defined as the infrastructure that enables access to the internet at throughput speeds of 1 Gbps.

4 However, some community-based networks are already operating well beyond this level (e.g. Columbia University’s network has been offering 100 Mbps speeds for the past three years).
most industrialized countries with the exception of Belgium, Singapore, Spain and Israel.

While deploying FTTH is a pre-condition to delivering 1Gbps, delivering ultra broadband download speeds can only be possible once the access portion of the telecommunications networks is upgraded. As a result, even if a carrier has deployed fiber to the premise (FTTP), the link has to be upgraded to FTTH: GPON (Gigabit Passive Optical Network), which would require changing the Optical Network Unit, removing any splitters (most carriers currently use 16:1 or 32:1), adding more fiber in the access to the premise (from the splitters to the Optical Network Termination (ONT)), adding more ONT ports, as well as increasing fiber capacity in the aggregation network.

To reiterate, the deployment of FTTH is a step on the road to ultra broadband. As a consequence, the assessment of the pace at which FTTH is being deployed would allow us to estimate when carriers will be able to deliver ultra broadband services. Having said that, the state of fiber deployment around the world is still, with few exceptions (Korea, Japan and few European countries), proceeding at a slow pace. We have compiled information for 2007 both on broadband diffusion and fiber deployment as a percent of all broadband accesses (including cable modem) for most industrialized countries (see figure 2).

Three deployment stages of fiber can be identified around the industrialized world. The advanced countries (Japan, South Korea, Sweden, Lithuania, and Estonia) have clearly made industrial policy choices characterized by a dominance of fiber as the future primary access to the Internet. They exhibit a level of broadband penetration ranging between 15% and 30%, and fiber accesses in excess of 15% of total broadband lines. Even within this group, Japan and South Korea are way ahead of the European countries. The second group of countries, labelled as transitioning (comprising the United States, Netherlands, Slovakia, Latvia

---

5 The long haul portion of the network handles between 40 and 100 Gbps, while metropolitan distribution networks handle around 10Gbps. Obviously, one should mention that cable systems can deliver 100 Mbps by bonding three channels (DOCSIS 3.0) and 160 Mbps by adding a fourth channel.

6 Even if a carrier has already deployed FTTH:GPON, it needs to remove GPON splitters and do one of two things: add more fiber and ONT ports, or place an Ethernet switch that can handle 1 Gbps to the home and 10 Gbps to the Central Office.

7 Although in the last two years we have witnessed considerable acceleration in other countries such as the US.
and Czech Republic) exhibit broadband penetration levels ranging from 9% to 35%, and fiber accesses between 3% and 7% of total broadband lines (which include DSL, cable modem and fiber). Their higher level of broadband penetration, combined with a lower stage in fiber deployment indicate that these countries are engaged in a process of constructing new infrastructure, although they have begun that process later than the advanced countries. The third group countries, characterized as embryonic include most European countries which exhibit a relatively high level of broadband adoption, averaging 20%, but fiber deployment of under 3% of total access lines.

Why are the deployment patterns so different across the industrialized world? Explanations so far tend to focus on regulatory variables. In particular, the lack of Next Generation Access Network investment protection in Europe has been raised to explain the delay in fiber deployment of most of the European Union countries. Conversely, infrastructure-based competition in the US and the Netherlands represents a driver of the acceleration of deployment in these countries since 2005. Finally, industrial policy explains, to some degree, the advanced deployment in Japan and Korea. While we agree that the regulatory framework constitutes a critical variable in explaining telecommunications investment, we consider this to be an intermediate factor influencing business cases and investment models. As are expected, carriers considering the deployment of fiber construct business cases to evaluate the profitability of such a move. It is within those models that regulation will play a role directly affecting some variables, such as wholesale pricing (and therefore revenues), or indirectly influencing competitive dynamics having an impact on market share and competitive
differentiation. Accordingly, unless we understand the investment models guiding the deployment decision making process, it will be difficult to gauge the importance of regulatory variables. For this purpose, we have built an investment model that evaluates the business case for fiber deployment. We have then applied the model to two markets exhibiting different economic and regulatory conditions: Japan and the United States. In this context, we have tried to answer questions such as the following:

- Is the Japanese deployment of FTTH yielding a positive return? If not, how is the government supporting the carrier to stimulate deployment?
- Is the investment model under infrastructure-based competition in the US yielding a positive return on the investment? If not, what is the deploying carrier doing to improve the investment returns?
- Or are strategic imperatives (i.e., defend the franchise) leading carriers to invest despite unclear financial returns? 8

### Ultra broadband investment model structure and sensitivities

We have constructed an investment model that captures all commercial and financial variables needed to assess the financial viability of an FTTH business case (see figure 3).

Aimed at calculating the Net Present Value of free cash flows generated by such an investment, the model is driven by a target deployment plan of homes passed and a set of assumptions regarding percentage of homes connected, a mix of wholesale/retail accesses (assuming that the carrier is subject to access obligations), a wholesale access tariff, a retail ARPU to be generated by each household connected, and a set of capital expenditures and operating expenses (see appendix A for assumptions and rationale).

The baseline case of our model estimates costs and revenues for a moderate deployment plan contemplating 5,600,000 homes passed, 25% of which are connected and a capital investment of 1,300,000,000 Euros. The model output for our base case indicates a positive Net Present Value, although most of it resides in its terminal value (see figure 4)

---

8 We consider this to be a broader definition of return on the investment.
The business case turns cash positive in year three and has a sizable value in the long run, indicating the strategic opportunity for a carrier to build a fiber access network. However, as expected, the model is highly sensitive to the percentage of homes passed that are connected. At 20% of homes passed, the Net Present Value is only positive when considering the terminal value. The value diminishes quite dramatically if homes connected drops below 20% (see figure 5).
Similarly, the business case is very sensitive to retail ARPU (Average Revenues per User, or household). For this, we tested four scenarios:

- Fiber prices align themselves with pre-existing DSL (in other words, while users value faster speeds they are not willing to pay more than what they were paying for legacy services).
- Broadband prices decline uniformly at 6% per annum, but preserving the differential between DSL and fiber.
- Same as above, but broadband prices decline is at 8% per annum.
- DSL prices drop 8.6% per annum while fiber access drops 6%.

All four scenarios are likely to occur. For example, price compression between fiber and DSL is a potential outcome for consumers accustomed to benefit from successive increases in computing power and memory being marketed at fairly stable prices. As to the price decline trends, competitive dynamics in the broadband market have driven pricing down at a rate of 5% in the past few years.

These four scenarios result in substantial value erosion as soon as prices begin to decline (see figure 6).

---

We assumed a faster price decline for copper access resulting from compounding historical broadband price reductions with substitution pressure coming from fiber.
Figure 6 - Sensitivity to price trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pricing scenarios</th>
<th>RETAIL ARPU (average over five years)</th>
<th>NET PRESENT VALUE (W/O terminal value)</th>
<th>NET PRESENT VALUE (W/terminal value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadband prices fall at ~8% p.a.</td>
<td>€ 47.1</td>
<td>€ (166) MM</td>
<td>€ 1,696 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper broadband drops 8.6% and fiber 6% p.a.</td>
<td>€ 48.8</td>
<td>€ (141) MM</td>
<td>€ 1,851 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadband prices decline uniformly 6% p.a.</td>
<td>€ 51.5</td>
<td>€ (99) MM</td>
<td>€ 2,109 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber prices align with copper</td>
<td>€ 54.0</td>
<td>€ (83) MM</td>
<td>€ 2,212 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE CASE Baseline case (price tiering)</td>
<td>€ 63.0</td>
<td>€ 105 MM</td>
<td>€ 3,373 MM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All scenarios lead to negative Net Present Value (without considering the terminal value). The implications of this finding are quite dramatic. If carriers need to offer discounts to promote fiber adoption or if they are obliged to drop prices as a result of competitive pressures (all quite likely situations) (RAPPOPORT et al., 2008), the fiber investment will be negatively affected in a considerable way. Why are the scenarios not improved by price elasticity or technology substitution? First, given the overall levels of overall broadband penetration (and emerging signs of saturation) in advanced countries, we cannot expect price elasticity to improve the revenue forecast. Second, fiber-copper substitution has already been factored in our model at a 75% rate.

We have finally stress-tested the financial model by simultaneously reducing the proportion of homes connected of homes passed, decreasing prices and increasing capital expenditures (this last effect being a consequence of a potential over-optimistic engineering estimate). As expected, the result of these three effects is quite negative. For example, a reduction in homes connected to 15% of homes passed, combined with the alignment of fiber prices with DSL and their decline at 6% per annum, and an increase in capex of 20% with respect to the original estimations would yield a Net Present Value (w/o terminal value) of -374 MM Euros.

To sum up, the deployment of FTTH only under very restrictive conditions yields positive NPVs:
- homes connected/homes passed: 25%
- retail ARPU: 63 Euros
- wholesale ARPU: 28 Euros
- retail/Wholesale mix: 85/15

10 Our model assumes a price elasticity coefficient of 0.83.
However, the investment model for fiber deployment is highly sensitive to two variables: homes connected/passed (a proxy for share in overbuilt environments) and Retail ARPU. On the positive side, deployment of fiber in new developments or MDUs (Multiple Dwelling Units) with no competing infrastructure is highly profitable. In this case, market share equals homes connected/homes passed, which under broadband installation assumptions can reach 50%. On the other hand, deployment of fiber in areas where copper DSL is already offered requires an increase in fiber retail pricing to compensate for cannibalization; this must be approximately 15%. In this situation, carriers, have three options:

- Raise prices: in this case, consumers might balk mirroring their behavior with regards to upgrades in the laptop market (more memory, more speed but always pay the same price).
- Still, price increases can be partially achieved by price tiering (different tariffs by speed).
- Add new services that can be enabled by new infrastructure: this will put pressure on innovation but benefits consumers; however, one should remember factoring in product development costs in financial returns.

All in all, this is a very tenuous scenario, where returns on the investment can turn negative very easily\(^{11}\). These results can be further impacted by the additional capital required to deliver ultra broadband speeds. For example, if connecting a home with FTTH G-PON requires approximately 790 Euros, the incremental capex required to deliver ultra broadband is roughly 130 Euros (or an additional 16%). This increases the pressure to keep retail ARPU high and capture a high market share.

---

\(^{11}\) Our results are consistent with other estimates. For example, Credit Suisse (2006) stated that without favorable regulation, fiber deployments can be NPV negative. In their assessment, the biggest sensitivities are installation costs and retail ARPU. Similarly, Alliance Bernstein (2005) estimated that the FTTH business case yields IRR of 19%, but it is highly sensitive to operating savings (63% of opex per line of $186). Finally, Corning Fiber Systems considered that the fiber access is profitable with either high monthly revenue per user (which means new services) or high penetration rate (approximately 35%).
Geographic specific investment parameters

We will now apply the investment model to the specific cases of NTT (Japan) and Verizon (United States) in an attempt to understand the carriers' situation vis-à-vis the respective FTTH deployments.

NTT, the incumbent carrier, has been actively deploying FTTH within a context of service-based competition. As of the end of 2007, fiber in Japan represented 36% of all broadband connections. Service is available to 84% of the population and projected to reach 90% by 2010. NTT, who controls 79% of all FTTH accesses, started deploying fiber in the year 2000. When analyzing the Japanese situation, two features become critical variables in constraining the investment model: first, under service-based competition, NTT is obliged to provide access to its fiber platform to other operators; second, forced by severe price competition in broadband and loss of market share in ADSL, the carrier drastically reduced FTTH pricing. This occurred while the carrier could not introduce additional services which would have been instrumental in keeping retail ARPU high \(^\text{12}\) (see figure 7).

![Figure 7 - Broadband Pricing in Japan](image)

Source: NTT

\(^{12}\) The only exceptions were IP telephony and video.
A drop in retail ARPU of this magnitude in year 2 of deployment should severely affect the financial return on a fiber investment. According to our investment model, a drop in retail ARPU from 63 Euros (baseline case) to 33.70 Euros in year 2 yields a negative NPV of -700 MM Euros (without terminal value) and -1,288 MM Euros (with terminal value). All in all, a dismal value proposition. This conclusion can be validated with NTT's public information.

Although NTT is not disclosing the segmented profit/loss figure of FTTH and FTTN, the item "Designated Telecommunications Services" in the NTT-East annual report comprises four services: FTTH, FTTN, ISDN and "Off-Talk". This segment was reported to incur a loss of 103,099 million yen ($1 billion) in 2007. Considering the number of users of each service is 3,339,000 for fiber service and only 258,000 are for ISDN and 60,000 for "off-talk", it is safe to conclude that the majority of the loss comes from FTTH and FTTN.

Furthermore, the President of NTT-East has made two statements confirming that the fiber service is loosing money:

"In order to stop the deteriorating overall financial situation, it is important for us to increase FTTH/FTTN revenue through offering new services, such as video and, on top of this, to decrease its cost per subscribers by increasing sales." (Aug. 2, 2007).

"I think it is a great problem if we still continue generating significant loss in our FTTH business in 2010 when FTTH/FTTN is estimated to have 20 million users. I think that an increase in subscribers allows us to capture economies of scale and that sales expense will also become relatively cheap in the future. Also, I can see the operating cost will also come down. I hope additional revenue which comes from several value-added services, such as video distribution, will contribute to its bottom-line and make it a healthy business." (Nov. 9, 2007).

What can be done to additionally reduce the financial burden for the carrier? The government has intervened by reducing the negative impact of some of the investment variables. For example, loans with interest rates lower than market rate are made available to any carrier with a fiber deployment plan, while carriers deploying fiber can also benefit from fiscal incentives (TANIWAKI, 2007). Furthermore, the government has shown

---

13 Even a reduction in capital expenditures to account for Japan's predominant aerial deployment (less expensive than digging trenches) and its characteristic urban density does not help rendering the NPV positive.
flexibility in setting up wholesale rates by agreeing to review the methodology for calculating wholesale charges (KATAGIRI, 2005). To sum up, the Japanese investment model indicates that so far, due to the drastic price reduction, NTT, the dominant fiber builder, has negative returns (see figure 8).

Figure 8 - Variables affected in Japanese investment model

To improve the business case, the government has introduced some financial and fiscal stimuli. However, the key avenues for restoring profitability are launching new services, which would allow NTT to raise the retail ARPU and reduce overall operating expenses by virtue of achieving critical mass of fiber in the access network 14.

Let us now turn to Verizon, which is the only major US carrier deploying FTTH, under the FiOS brand. As of July 2008, the carrier had passed 12.3 million households, and was projecting to reach 18 million by 2010. In this context, it had connected 21% of homes passed and was projecting to reach 25% in two years 15. It had also contracted 1,000,000 triple play subscribers (11%) 16 with an ARPU for triple play of $94.99/month (declining at 3% per

---

14 FTTH is less opex intensive than copper since most active equipment is managed at the Central Office, and a fiber sub-loop costs less to maintain than copper.
15 It actually reached 21% in June 2008.
16 The target is 35% for broadband and 25% for content distribution, an overly ambitious objective given industry trends and cable’s competitive response.
annum). With these inputs, our investment model yields a negative Net Present Value (without terminal value) of -569 MM Euros, and a marginally positive Net Present Value (with terminal value) of 826 MM Euros. So what can Verizon do to render the fiber investment case more attractive? It is pertinent to mention here that due to the model prevalent in the US of infrastructure-based competition, Verizon does not have any access obligations at the wholesale level. Therefore, all initiatives aimed at improving the business case have to be made within the strategic and commercial realms. First, the carrier introduced tiered pricing of its broadband service to lessen the impact of cannibalization. As many have already noted (RAPPOPORT et al., 2008), a large portion of Verizon’s fiber subscriber additions pertain to ADSL customers replacing its legacy service with FiOS. By differentiating price by speed, Verizon attempts to improve overall revenues by hoping existing customers will replace their ADSL service with fiber at higher speeds, thereby increasing ARPU. Second, the carrier approaches fiber construction following the principle of “success-based” deployment. According to this, Verizon will try to deploy fiber to the premises only after getting a prior commitment from the customer. This reduces temporary capex commitments and naturally increases the percent connected of homes passed. Finally, the carrier actively tests markets in terms of their potential for share gain before deploying. As figure 9 shows, Verizon is trying to emphasize working on two commercial variables to improve the investment case profile.

Figure 9 - Variables affected in United States investment model

![Diagram showing variables affected in United States investment model](image-url)
The remaining variable which could enhance financial returns is the reduction of operating expenses, although the magnitude of impact is dependent on scale of deployment.

## Conclusion

Is a stand-alone investment model for fiber yielding positive returns? We believe that according to our models, so far, no. Three factors are affecting the overall case:

- the CAPEX problem: fiber builds tend to reduce FCF by 20-30%,
- demand for new services remains speculative so far,
- consumers balk at seeing prices for enhancing throughput rise.

What should carriers do under this situation? Beyond the commercial and strategic moves attempted by carriers like Verizon, it would appear that there is some benefit to look at fiber networks as two-sided markets with the consequent ability to monetize the investment through advertising and other platform-based strategies. This is currently being implemented by KT in South Korea. In addition, the regulatory and industrial policy variable is the only one that can provide some flexibility. This would require in Europe to review wholesale access obligations for fiber. Alternatively, governments should consider fiber to be a new highway system and therefore subject it to massive government investment.

If governments are unwilling to provide any of these, the incumbents are confronted with the following options:

- Invest in FTTH and take 20-30% of FCF forecasts with consequent impact on the stock.
- Do not invest in FTTH and allocate CAPEX to other areas of the portfolio (purchasing spectrum, investing in overseas subsidiaries if incumbent is global).
- Short term, this option is more attractive but the incumbent might lose innovation initiative to domestic cable.

---

17 If ultrabroadband access becomes the chosen platform to deliver and upload content from the customer premise, it could be positioned as a facilitator of all sorts of transactions (advertising, financial, supporting the distribution of user generated content) with the ability to generate access revenues, advertising fees, financial commissions and the like.
The problem is that carriers might not have a choice. They need to respond to the cable threat of introduction of 100 Mbps service by means of upgrading their networks to DOCSIS 3.0 (US, Japan, Korea, Belgium, Switzerland, Portugal, Austria). This should be the moment when the "strategic imperative" is being raised as an investment rationale:

- The transformational argument: fiber deployment will allow to reduce network operations and maintenance expenses by virtue of reaching critical mass.
- The defensive retaliation argument: "we will not make money but we have to respond to the cable threat".
- The arms race argument: "let us raise the stakes and see whether the cable industry can follow us".
- The unprofitable growth argument: "We buy market share".

But, if the cable threat is low and there is low willingness from the government to change access rules (like in the case of the European Union where rules exist), FTTH might not materialize. This will be even more acute if the incumbent carrier has a large overseas portfolio and therefore can allocate capital in other regions/businesses. This could be the case of some European carriers. Alternatively, if the cable threat is high and there is willingness by the regulator to reduce access obligations and the incumbent has a concentrated domestic business, it will most likely invest in fiber. This is the case of Verizon. Finally, if the competitive threat is high and the government provides investment incentives and the carrier has limited overseas portfolio, it will tend to invest domestically in FTTH. This is the case of NTT.

In summary, financial models indicate that investment in FTTH could be at serious risk. While government intervention to lessen the financial impact might be one part of the answer, it is pertinent to raise the question of what might happen if carriers cannot identify commercial and/or strategic initiatives capable of improving the returns. That might put the ultra broadband future into question.
Appendix A - Financial model assumptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>ASSUMPTION</th>
<th>RATIONALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAPITAL</td>
<td>EQUIPMENT COSTS</td>
<td>- FTTB-G-PON: 289.5 €</td>
<td>Sanford Bernstein estimates 950 € for home connected, split as 650 € for home passed and 300 € incremental for connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONSTRUCTION COSTS</td>
<td>+29.5 €</td>
<td>Verizon mentions that at 5 million homes passed, homes passed are 382 € and 213 € incremental for connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPE COSTS (ONT, OLT</td>
<td>+320 €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and equipment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RETAIL ARPU</td>
<td>€ 63</td>
<td>Starting point is the ARPU of a digital household (around 62 Euros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(average over five</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assumed to increase by adding other value-added services aimed at capturing a portion of the consumer surplus (raising to 73 Euros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>years)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prices would start diminishing at 2% per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUSTOMER CHURN</td>
<td>+1.4%/Month</td>
<td>Consistent with international triple play experience (e.g. Cox)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WHOLESALE ARPU</td>
<td>+ 28 €</td>
<td>Driven by approximately 40% wholesale/retail ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WHOLESALE/RETAIL MIX</td>
<td>+ 89% to 85%</td>
<td>Assumes that 90% of fiber is deployed in areas of competition, triggering ULL provisioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>ASSUMPTION</th>
<th>RATIONALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPEX</td>
<td>+ 54 Euros/line/month</td>
<td>Operating expenses comprise four categories: customer acquisition costs, provisioning costs (installation and activation of service), maintenance and customer assistance costs, and general costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>These costs are known to be lower than those of the legacy network (approximately 70%) reaching 54 Euros/line/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACC</td>
<td>+ 8.26</td>
<td>Driven by Beta=1.36 (averaging internet and data transport firms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>+ 2%</td>
<td>Average of analysts assessment for Iliad and CSFB for Fastweb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Banque Française de Crédit Coopératif – Montpellier
• RIB (France only): 42559 / 00034 / 21020620603 / 07
• IBAN : FR 76 4255 9000 3421 0206 2060 307
☐ by credit card: ☐ Visa ☐ Mastercard ☐ American Express
I the undersigned ...................................................................................................................
Authorize IDATE to charge on my account the amount of: ............................................................
Card Number: ............................................................... Exp. date: .....................................................

Date, signature, stamp:

Please return to:
IDATE, Sophie NIGON - BP 4167 - 34092 MONTPELLIER CEDEX 5 - France
Tel.: +33 (0)4 67 14 44 16 - fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 44 00 – s.nigon@idate.org - www.comstrat.org
2009 Subscription

Delivery address:
Name: ......................................................................................................................................................
First name: ..................................................................................................................................................
Position: .....................................................................................................................................................
Company: ...................................................................................................................................................
Address: ....................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
Country: .....................................................................................................................................................
Tel: ............................................................................................................................................................
Fax: .............................................................................................................................................................
e-mail: ...........................................................................................................................................................

Your international VAT number: ..................................................................................................................

I would like a 2009 subscription (including no. 73, 74, 75, 76 and DigiWorld Yearbook 09)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price Excl. VAT €</th>
<th>Total Excl. VAT €</th>
<th>VAT (*)</th>
<th>Total incl. VAT €</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>print</td>
<td></td>
<td>320</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>2,1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>online access</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>19,6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>print + online access</td>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
<td>306</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IDATE’s VAT Registration no. FR 80 314 398 686

(*) For French residents only

I send the payment with my order
Enclosed the sum of .............................................................................................................................

☐ by cheque payable to IDATE

☐ by transfer to the Banque Française de Crédit Coopératif - Montpellier
  - RIB (France only): 42559 / 00034 / 21020620603 / 07
  - IBAN: FR 76 4255 9000 3421 0206 2060 307

☐ by credit card: ☐ Visa ☐ Mastercard ☐ American Express

I the undersigned .................................................................................................................................
Authorize IDATE to charge on my account the amount of .................................................................
Card Number: .........................................................................................................................................
Exp. date: ................................................................................................................................................

Date, signature, stamp:

Please return to:
IDATE, Sophie NIGON - BP 4167 - 34092 MONTPELLIER CEDEX 5 - France
Tel.: +33 (0)4 67 14 44 16 - fax: +33 (0)4 67 14 44 00 – s.nigon@idate.org - www.comstrat.org
Since its creation in 1991, COMMUNICATIONS & STRATEGIES has been making its mark as an independent European publication, focusing on the industry's key issues and offering a forum for the finest socio-economic analysis of the telecom, IT and media sectors.

COMMUNICATIONS & STRATEGIES is a quarterly journal of analyses in the field of telecommunication, data processing and media: public policies, industrial organisation, firm strategies.

Entirely published in English, each issue is organised around a Dossier which is supplemented by the interview of academic or industrial personalities.

A selection of articles that typically cover innovative issues in the sector, as well as short papers offering factual analyses in relation with recent developments, are also proposed in each issue.

DigiWORLD2008 Yearbook

The primary objective of the DigiWorld report is to offer a single-volume publication that provides analyses and key indicators for the telecom, internet and media sectors, along with a chronicle of the trends and outstanding events that took place during the previous year. This annual publication also includes outstanding highlights from the reports and analyses published by IDATE during the year gone by.


Information and subscription

www.comstrat.org

Coordination: Sophie Nigon
Tel: +33(4)67 14 44 16 – email: s.nigon@idate.org